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l. INTRODUCTION 

WHILE the earHer parts of this study presented evidence for the continuity of 
the idiomatic expression of constitutive elements, other purely formulaic elements 
constitute additional evidence of a relationship across linguistic bord ers between 
formularies. Two formulaic elements are discussed here. 

II. INVESTITURE: TRANSFER AND RIGHTS CLAUSES 

ARABIC 

Arabic documents attest two variant formulations of the investiture: (1) a clause by 
which the seller transfers the property to the buyer by investing him with his new 
property, and (2) the transfer clause together with a clause enumerating the buyer's 
new rights of possession. The first clause by itself is attested in 8 of 26 documents 
dating from the third/ ninth to the fifth/ eleventh centuries and originating from the 
Fayyüm and Middle Egypt. 1 

She had it handed over to her, and took possession of it, and took it. and it became part of her 

property and is in her possession. 

l.r-..s.L ..;, &J L Ô'" û ~ L .1 t.., ~, <&:;j b....1, c.. G..l-:;, 

(BAU Il,12-13, Fayyüm 276/889). 


The documentary, Arabic transfer clause is comparable to that of the fourth/tenth 
century Egyptian jurist Tal).awï. TaJ:lawï lists several formulations but not as part of 
the formulary for a simple sales contract. 

You took that from me, and it became your possession and your holding by the purchase of 

your father from me and with the rights of your inheritance. 

,l.tJ cl::: 1.1, ~ ~ ,ç1 ~i .. .t,~ '-t ...d . ...uj ul-'lt ";":".J L.., ~ cl!..i ..:......A.;..i, 

(Tal:tawï, p. 160,21 171 a). 


• Pt 1of this series of articles appeared in JNES JNES 47 (1988): 269-80. For abbreviations used, 
40 (1981): 203-25,355-56; pt. Il in JNES 44 (1985): see ail previous articles in this series. These articles 
99-114: pt. III in JNES 47 (1988): 105-12; pt. IV in are referred to as CAF, pts. l, Il, III, and IV. 

1 BAU Il, third/ninth century Fayyüm, Or. In. l, 
fourth/tenth century Buljusüq in the Fayyüm, 

[JNES 48 no. 2 (1989)] A PEL. nos. 64, 65, 66, 68, and 71 from fifth/ 
C 1989 by The University of Chicago. eleventh century Ushmün/Hermopolis and APEL, 
Ali rights reserved. no. 72, fifthl eleventh century al-Siyü~/ Lukopolis. 
oo22-2968/89/4802-ooo2SI.00. 
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You took that from me, and it became your possession and your holding by the purchase named 

in this writing. 

,-:"biJl 1..1.... ~ ~I ~.r-:...Jl~ ~, Io!.l "'" ..J J'-, ..;.. ~, 

(TaJ:iawï, p. 154,3-4). 

The second of these two investiture formulations, which combines the transfer 
clause with a clause enumerating the buyer's new rights, is normative in Egyptian 
Arabie documents.2 

[1] He possessed il and he look possession of it. Il became one of his possessions. He has 
control of it, the control of owners over their properties. 
[2] If he wishes he may sell, and if he wishes, he may pledge, and if he wishes he may donate as 
alms, and if he wishes he may inhabit. J 

. r;-~J ~'-:"~J-'jl,.s.... ~,.s....::., é..L Ô"'!.!l...l.,...Jt.. V" 'jt..~JI,.,., Lrü, L.)L..., [, l 

• .,...,.·U vI, ~"",,'U v"~' -L.;. v',t~'U vI [,. J 
(APEL. no. 62, 11-12, Fayyüm 429/ 1037-38). 

TaJ:làwï does not state that the buyer's rights are to be enumerated.4 However, 
a documentary Arabie investiture formulation, which combines the transfer and 
enumeration of rights, was known to him. He cites it not as a clause in sales contract 
formulary, but rather as a clause in an affidavit of a seller's ownership. 

Il is in the possession (lit. "hand") of so-and-so; he may live in il, or in any part of it he wishes, 
or allow anyone he wishes to live in it, or in any part of it, for rent or without, tear it down, or 
any part of it he wishes, build in it as he wishes. There is no obstacle between him and lhat, 
which they know of, and nothing hindering him from it. 
L,..;. • L:. t.., ~, L,..;. • U t.., ~ v)l .; V"! v)l; ..I.t ~ 
~,~ ~l... 'j.L:. t.. I;...i ~, L,..;.·U t.., Lr-~, ',r-è,~~~i V" 

• ":'';;AI ..:......J ~ t.. 'j,..:.~ r..!l..J.j 
(TaJ:iawï, p. 9, 3.0,8-9). 

BYZANTINE GREEK AND COPTIC 

Transfer and enumeration clauses are normative in Greek and Coptic formularies. 
In his study of Coptic sale contracts, L. Boulard has enumerated over thirty terms 
enumerating the buyer's rights of possession and freedom of action, usage, and 
disposal. 5 A seventh-century A.D. Greek example follows: 

2 ln fourteen of twenty-six documents: A PEL. (the) proprietors over their pro pert y, (so that) if he 
nos. 56. 57. 58, 59, 60. 62, 63, and 69; BA U IOn. will, he may sell it, and if he will, he may' give it 
10/2, 16; CAF. pts. 1 and Il; and Or. ln.!. The away, and if he will, he may give it as alms, and if 
enumeration of rights alone is attested in only one he will, he may dwell in it." 
document (APEL. no. 67); neither clause occurs in 4 Wakin, p. 64, interprets Ta~.!iwi's injunction 
four documents (APEL. nos. 70 and 75; Or. In. Il; against stating the seller'5 ownership as al50 includ
P. hl. 2). ing an injunction against stating the buyer's rights 

l Translated in the edition " ... and he has of possession. 
acquired and taken possession of it and it became S L. Boulard, "La Vente dans les actes coptes," 
his own property and possession, he having free Etudes d'histoire juridique offertes à Paul F. Girard 
disposition of it according to the free disposition of (Paris, 1912), pp. 50-53. 

http:�"'!.!l...l.,...Jt
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Henceforth you the same purchaser possess and own and are master (of the property) ... may 
inhabit, manage, exploit it and build it, and add to it, by building, and lease and sublease it, and 
transmit it to your own heirs and assigns and successors, and use it and enjoy it in whatever 
proprietary way you may please. 

ltPOç to Èvn:üEhiv OE tOV aùtov ltpUI~EVOÇ ... Kpatdv Kat KUptEûElV Kat OEOltOÇnv ... Kat 
olKEiv Kai 010lKEÎV Kat OiKOVO~Eiv Kat OiKooo~EÎV fi Kai tltOlKOOO~Eiv Kat ~lo90üv Kat 
~Etal-uo90üv Kat ltUpalté~ltElV tlti K"TjpOVO~ouç loiouç Kat ow06xouç Kai ola06xouç Kai 
KpTJoao9al Kat vé~Eo9al Katà tOV OOKOÜVta OOl KUPlEUtlKOV tPOltOV àyoPTJtoç. 
(P. Mich. 662,37-44, Aphroditô/Küm Ishqawh, seventh century A.D.). 

As a lengthy enumeration of the buyer's rights, the investiture formulation has been 
traced baek to Greek documents of the Roman period. 6 

. .. exercising ownership and control over the purchases, as stated above, entering and 
departing, demolishing and constructing on the property however they choose, and furthermore, 
selling the property, mortgaging it to others, transferring it and using it in whatever way they 
choose ...." 

..• KUplEûOvtaç Kai' OEOltOÇOvtaç mv È!ilVTjtal Ku9iliç ltpOKEltat Kai ElOOOEûOvtUÇ Kai tÇOOEÛOV
taç Kai KataoltCllvtaç Kai àVOlKOOO~OÜVtaç Èv aùtotç iliç tàv a{pOOVtal ËltEl ltw",oûvtaç 
imon9évtaç ÉtÉP01Ç ~EtaOlOlKOÛvtaç Xpo~évo aùtoov Ka9' OV éètv pou"WVtat tp6nov ... 
(P. Mich. 583,17-20, Fayyüm A.D. 78). 

DEMOTlel ARAMAIC 

Muffs writes that the Aramaic and Demotic investiture formulations of aIl periods 
are so similar that they must be related.7 The Demotic states: 

1 have given them to you. They belong to you. 
(P. Dublin 1659 [=RTDP. 8], A 5., Jeme?/Madinat Habu, February-March 198 B.C.). 

The Aramaic, however, unlike the Demotie, consists of both the transfer clause and 
the clause enumerating the buyer's new rights of possession. Muffs provides the 
following schema of the Aramaic investiture c1auses:8 

It (the property) is yours. Vou are (now in control/owner) of the property. Vou may give it to 
whomever you wish. Build (on the land) and settle thereon. 

The Aramaic formulation, like the Arabie and Byzantine Greek as weil as Coptic, 
consists of two clauses: the transfer clause and the clause enumerating the buyer's 
rights of possession. 

CONCLUSIONS 

The Arabie investiture clause bears affinities to both the Demotie Egyptian transfer 
clause and to the Aramaie investiture formulation. The Arabie investiture formulation 

6 Ibid., p. 50. 8 For a discussion of the term "investiture/trans
7 Muffs, p. 153, n. 3. fer," ibid., p. 24, n. 1. 
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superficially resembles the Byzantine Greek in its enumeration of the buyer's rights of 
possession. However, the formulation of the Arabie enumeration, casting the buyer's 
rights of possession in the subjunctive, "If you wish, you may seU," parallels the 
Aramaic, "Y ou may give il to whomever you wish." 

III. VOLITIONAL STATEMENT AND NON-COERCION 

ARA BIC 

The volitional statement in twenty of twenty-eight intact Arabie documents from 
Egypt includes a statement of the absence of duress.9 

He being of sound mind and body and his actions legal, being willing, without beÎng averse, and 
not compelled, not beÎng treated unjustly, his (spirit) Îs pleased with that. 10- ., . 
4 ._!.. ~ 'J, ~ 'J, .)...,.; W ua '.J'" 1 ;~, 4.:..a"." W ï.- t.i 

[ .....a.; J cl.! ~ 
(A PEL, no. 62, 14, Buljusüq, Fayyüm 429/1037-38). 

The volitional statement Iisted by TaJ:tawÏ is simply, "being willing" (taie). Islamic 
jurisprudence did not prescribe a formula for the expression of free will and consent. 11 

A valid contract required that the volitional clause include "sound mind." 12 "Sound 
mind and body" is attested in aU the intact documents from Egypt. 

The three negative volitional conditions enumerated above, mukrah, mujbar, and 
m uçlfah id, constituted force. Force rendered a contract invalid according to ShafiCite 
and ijanbalite jurisprudence but not absolutely in Malikite or ijanafite jurisprudence. 13 

For ex ample, a debtor could be compelled to sell property to satisfy a debt. 14 The 
Egyptian Arabie documents show evidence of the preponderance of ShafiCite juris
prudence in Egypt. 

The absence of coercion is not stated in an Arabie document from Alexandria dated 
205/821, in an Arabie document from fourth/tenth-century Damascus (P. Ist. 2), in 
Arabie documents from the sixth/twelfth century Sicily,lS nor in two Arabie contracts 
for the sale of land dating from ninth/fifteenth-century Spain. 16 Non-coercion is, 

9 A volitional statement is not included in APEL, 
nos. 63,61, and 72; Or. In. Il; BA U 10/1 and 10/2; 
P. Yale (=ZAP); nor in a Damascene document, 
P. Ist. 2. 

10 This is translated in the edition, "he being in a 
slate of sound mind and body and capable of trans
acting his business, voluntarily, without compulsion 
and not against his will and not under constraint, of 
his own good (pleasure)." Two other documents 
include ,ayyiba nais in their volitional clause, APEL, 
no. 60, 12 and BAU Il,17. 

Il Y. Linant de Bellefonds, Traité de droit musul
man comparé: Théorie générale de l'acte juridique 
(Traité), vol. 1 (Paris and The Hague, 1965), p. 123, 
art. 139. 

12 Ibid., arts. 298-307; sce also John Makdisi, 
"An Objective Approach to Contractual Mistake 

in lslamic Law," Boston University International 
Law Journal 3 (1985): 335-36, for a discussion of 
consent as consisting of intellect and intention. 
Without sound mind, consent would Iherefore not 
be possible. 

13 Traité, art. 196. 
14 For a discussion of the latter two schools on 

"force,n sce ibid., pp. 121, 168-83,345-70. 
IS S. Cusa, 1 diplomi greci ed arabi di Sicilia 

pubblicati nel testo originale. tradolti ed il/uslrati 
(Palermo, 1968-82),2 vols, nos. 1,21; Il, 16; III, 11; 
VII, 14. See C. A. Nallino, Raccolla di scritti editi e 
inediti, vol. 4, Diritto musulmano e diritti orien/aU 
christiani (Rome, 1942), pp. 408-9, for a discussion. 

16 W. Hoenerbach, Spanisch-Islamische Urkunden 
aus der Zeit der Nasriden und Moriscos (Los 
Angeles, 1965). nos. 27 and 28. 

http:Spain.16
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however, stated in nineteenth-century Arabie contract formularies from Ottoman 
Lebanon. 17 

BYZANTiNE 

A volitional statement, including a statement of the absence of duress, is regularly 
attested in Byzantine Greek contracts for the sale of residential property dating from 
the sixth century A.D. and later. 

WiIIingly and having been persuaded without any deceit, fear, violence, fraud, compulsion, 
guile, iIl will, maliciousness, or the least bad thought. 

ÉKOUVtEÇ Kat nEnEtO~ÉvOl àVEU navtoç ooÂu Kat IjlO~OU Kat ~iaç Kat ÙncltT\ç Kat àvayKT\ç Kat 
ouvapnayi'jç Kal o{aootlnOtE KaKovOlaç Kal KaKOtlOElaç Kat navtoç ÉÂattro~atoç Kat ljlauÂou 
OlaVOT\~atoç. 
(P. Lond. 1724, 12-15, Syënël Aswan, A.D. 578 or 582). 

The Arabie la mujbar, "not compelled," corresponds to the Greek avEU à.va:yKvç, 
"without force." 

COPTIC 

A volition al clause stating absence of duress is also regularly attested in Coptic. 
Boulard notes that the Coptic clause most closely resembles one of three regional 
Byzantine Greek variants. 18 

1wish and 1 request (peilhein) without any deceit or fear or duress or fraud or artifice or ruse or 

any restraint placed upon me but of my own resolution. 

(CL T 7, JemefMadinat Habu, mid-eighth century A.D.). 


The volitional clause including the absence of duress is also attested in an undated 
fragment from Balaizah: 

We gladly acknowledge ail of us together and we were persuaded and [ ] not being [ 
nor being deceived nor being compelled nor [ ] we have agreed with you, with our intention 
towards you with a straight-forward heart and [ ] 
(Bal. 154). 

The volitional clause is also included in an undated Coptic fragment from seventh or 
eighth century UshmünJ Hermopolis but not in a Nubian contract. 19 

According to Schiller, freedom from physical force had been part of the declaration 
in the execution of Attic Greek wills. Greco-Roman wills in Egypt passed these 
phrases on, and Byzantine testaments widened the expression. Late Byzantine and 
Coptic documents added this formula to ail types of private acts.20 

17 Ebied and Young, Some Arabie Legal Docu baid (P. Land., 111,991), Edfu, (P. Land., Il, 210), 
ments of the Ottoman Period from the Leeds and Thinis, (P. Par., 21 and 21 bis). The Coptic at 
Manuseript Collection (Leiden, 1976), nos. 3 and 4 Jerne rnay have been based on the Edfu variant. 
(forrnularies for the sale of residential property) and 19 See BKU. p. 354 and CPR IV, p. 28. 
nos. 5-7, Il, and 15 (otherforrnulaires). 20 A. A. Schiller, "Coptic Law," Juridieal Review. 

18 The three variants are represented at the The- (Septernber, 1931): 211-40, and esp. 221-22. 
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The absence of fraud, regularly included in the volitional statement of Coptic and 
Byzantine Greek documents, is not attested in Arabie. According to Islamic law, fraud 
rendered a contract invalid only if accompanied by injury.21 

IV. ISLAMIC FORMULATIONS 

While elements of Arabic contract formulary can be traced to ancient cuneiform and 
Mesopotamian tradition or Greek formulary of the Roman and Byzantine periods, 
specifically Islamic elements make their appearance in Arabic documents. 

PHYSICAL SEPARATION OF BUYER AND SELLER 

At the conclusion of the contract, five Arabic documents from Egypt include a 
clause stating the physical separation (f-r-q) of the buyer and seller. 

And the two separated from each other bodily after the completion of the sale and its requisites 
in their complete mutual satisfaction with what they bought and sold by h, and by their 
execution of it by the two of them, and understanding of it by the two of them, and the 
attending to it by the two of them, and inspection of it by the two of them before the purchase 
and after h. 22 

• w 

~ t.......Lt.:; ~ ~ '-t-:-- ..;.1.;; ~ ~j-f':'" ~ 1 r l.:; ..I.a.t t....r; 1.lot ~ Ii~, 

· '..I.a.t, I.Sr:J1 ~ ..J '-t-:--,.,.1.:, .,..J.. t.,...;~!J!J ~ '-t-:-- Ai.,....., ..J '-t-:-- J ~ l, 
(APEL, no. 61, 11 12, Buljusüq, Fayyum 423/1032). 

This formulation approximates that recommended by Tal).liwï following the quit
tance clause ("the seller released [abra'a] the buyer from the price") and a delivery 
clause, "the seller delivered (sal/ama) the property to the buyer": 

The two separated from each other bodily after this sale in their complete mutual satisfaction 
with the whole of it, and with their execution of il. • 
• ..J ~ J ~ l, ~ ~..;.I.;; ~ ~1 1.i.A ..I.a.t t....r; 1.lot ~ ~ 1i;A;, 
(TaJ.tàwï, p. 20, 2.103). 

A formulation, reminiscent of Tal).liwï's, is attested in two related but distinct 
documents also from Buljusüq but dated a century earlier than APEL, no. 61 cited 
above: 

And the two separated, after ratifying the sale, [in] their mutual satisfaction.n 

• ~ ";'1.;; 1: ~l ~ 1 1.lA 4I..&» ..M..t li):, 
(Or. ln. l, 13-14, Buljusüq, Fayyüm 335/946). 

21 Traité. arts. 451 ff. 
22 Translated, "And they both have separated 

from one another after the completion and ratifica
tion of the sale to the mutual satisfaction of both of 
them in respect to that which they both have sold 
and bought, and (after) they both had declared it 
effective and had taken cognÎl.ance of it and had 
comprehended it and looked into it before and aCter 
the purchase." Reference to understanding what is 

bought and sold by both parties, as weil as their 
inspection beCore and aCter the purchase, constitute 
a volitional statement according to Makdisi, "An 
Objective Approach." pp. 339-42. 

23 This is translated in the edition, "And they 
separated after contracting this sale with mutual 
satisfaction" by reconstructing "in" [Can), as "sepa
ration" [f-r-q]. 

http:t.......Lt
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Tal).awï's formulation is more precisely attested in two fourth/tenth-century sales 
contracts from the vicinity of Damascus:24 

They separated bodily [in their mutual satisfaction] with it and approval from them for it. 25 

• 
• .J ~ 'j4- l" .., ~ 1: JI 1;; IJP ~I ~LJ-.t 1':;';';1" 
(P. Ist. 2,11-12, Damascus 310/922). 

A separation formula attributed to Iraqi jurists of the second / eighth and third / ninth 
centuries and reported by Tal).iiwï is as follows: 

The two separated entirely after this sale in their complete I,!lutual satisfaction with it . 

. ~ ~ ~ JI!;; IJP ~I I~ ~ ~ ti"ï::" 
(Ta/.1awI, p. 19,2.100). 

This earlier Iraqi formulation approximates that of the document from Buljusüq (Or. 
In. 1) cited above. 

Tal).iiwï explains that both buyer and seller have the option to annul the sale until 
they separate; this is according to ijanbalite and ijanafite but not Malikite juris
prudence.25a Sorne jurists insisted that separation had to be stated as having been 
"bodily." Physical separation was a visible sign, to which witnesses could attest, that 
the contract had been executed. 

Ta):Iawï records yet another early separation formula, which he attributes to a jurist 
at Baghdad ca. A.D. 813. 

Then the two separated after effecting this sale between the two of them and the choosing of 
each one of the two of them and his approval for the sale named in this writing until each one of 
them became distant26 from his associate in their mutual satisfaction with the sale named in this 

~~ 
~ '::j4-1" ~ ..,u..1" ~ JI,..::...i.I" ~ ~I I~ ,Jt;......;1 ~ ti"ï:: ,.:. 

'----fol-' ..JI1;; IJP ..,....t..- IJP ~ ..,u..1" ..! "':" li ...;..- "':'" bill 1~ ci ~ 1 

• ",:"bill I~"; ~I ~~ 
(Ta/.1awi, p. 20,2.104, Il. 5-7). 

Separation until they became "distant" suggests the documentary quittance formula 
discussed in CAF, pt. III, "to remove far from" (bari"a).27 However, here the 
"separation" is of the buyer and the seller from each other, while in the formula 
referred to using barf)a, the seller removes himself from the property. 

In two related Arabie documents, physieal separation (tafarraqa) of the buyer and 
seller is followed by their physical removal (bari"a) from eaeh other: 

24 As reconstructed by Grohmann; the formula is 
also attested in A PEL. no. 73, 30, from fourthl 
tenth-century Buljusüq. 

25 This is translated in the edition "Ils se séparerent 
alors [physiquement après consentement mutuel] et 
accord (ijaza) des trois à ce contrat ... ," where it is 
reconstructed on the paralJel of P. ISI. 1. 16. "After" 
is supplied by the editors. 

25. According to Malik, "'Here in Medina we 

have no such known limit and no established prac
tice for this' .. . For Malik a contract was binding 
as weil as complete immediately mutual agreement 
had been reached"; cited by N. Coulson, A HislOry 
olls/amie Law (Edinburgh, 1978), p. 46. 

26 Ghàba could also be translated "absent" or 
"remote" (Lane, s.v.). 

27 See CAF, pt. Ill. 

http:bari"a).27
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They separated from each other bodily in their mutual satisfaction and each removed himself 
from the other. 28 • 

IJ"" V'" JS' \s.J"!' ~,; I.,:;..:r û 1.J.r ',H'I ~~ l'':;.;.i li 
(A PEL, no. 67,15-16 Buljusüq, Fayyüm 450/1058). 

Tal)âwï explains the two formulas as having different juridical purposes. The 
removal formula constituted the seller's quitclaim; physical separation constituted 
execution of the contract. 

ln his discussion of variant separation formulas, Tal)âwï states that "most of our 
Baghdadi associates" write a formulation which states that "they separated from each 
other bodily." He stresses that the formula should state physical separation and not 
just separation, since the latter might be "by words (bi-Paqwiil) without being by 
bodies (bi-Pabdiin).29 If the formula for physical separation originated in Iraq, this 
might explain why it is poorly attested in the Egyptian documents. Alternatively, 
Shafi'ite jurisprudence had already come to predominate in Egypt, since the option to 
annul until separation obtained according to l:Ianbalite and l:Ianafite but not Shâfi'ite, 
jurisprudence. 

lO
MUTUAL SATISFACTION 

A distinctly Islamic element of documentary Arabie formulary widely attested in 
time and space31 is that "the sale is to the mutual satisfaction of the buyer and seller," 
rather than to the satisfaction of the seller alone, as was the case in earlier formularies, 
In documentary as weil as model formularies mutual satisfaction immediately follows 
physical separation. 32 

TITLE 

Besides introducing specifically Islamic e1ements, there are other elements of contract 
formulary which Islamic jurisprudence specifically changed. Pre-Islamie formularies 
regularly state the seller's title, Tal)awï states that reference should not be made in the 
document to the seller's title to the property, lest there be fault in ownership.33 

However, twenty-five of the twenty-seven intact Arabie contracts from Egypt state 
the seller's title (for example, "which he inherited from his father,,)34 until the eleventh 
century when a circumlocution, which Tal)awï specifies in his formulary, makes its 
appearance in six documents, "ail that he said he has and that is his possession, .. 35 

28 This is translated, "So they have ail separated 
from one another bodily to their mutual satisfactÎon, 
and quittance for ail (this) has been given by a man 
in the quic!::"; similarly, in the related document 
A PEL. no, 54, 9, dated 448/1056 at Buljusüq. For 
corrections to the relevant lines of the pu blished 
edition of that document, see CAF, pt. Ill, n. 14. 
Rather than, "The two separated from each other 
bodily in their mutual satisfaction, and each one 
removed himself from the other, ft the clause is trans
lated in the edition, "And they have both jointly 
acknowledged the bargain to be good by their 

(mutual) consent. And quittance has been given by 
one man in the quick to another in the quick." 

29 Ta~àwï, p. 21, 2.112. 
30 See also, Makdisi, "An Objective Approach," 

pp. 334-37. 
31 See CAF, pt. III, p. 13. 
32 See Ta~iiwï. pp. 19-20; for a documentary 

example, see sec. IV above. 
.13 Ta~iiwÎ, pp. 8-9 and al50 the discussion in 

Wakin, pp. 34-35 and 64-65; see also n. 4 above. 
.14 BA U 10/1. 
35 A PEL. no. 54,4. 

http:ownership.33
http:separation.32
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OBJECTIVE FORMULATION 

Arabic contracts for the sale of immovable property are always formulated objec
tively in the third person. Coptic documents are stated in the first person, as are 
frequently Byzantine Greek documents. Demolic Egyptian documents are also stated 
in the first person. But while Arabie contracts for the sale of residential pro pert y are 
ail written in the third person, contractual agreements written in Arabic for other than 
the sale of immovable pro pert y are formulated in the first person, in keeping with long 
Egyptian practice. 36 

However, while Arabic contracts are construed as the buyer's transaction, Greek 
and Coptic contacts are considered the seller's transaction. Grohmann cites examples 
reputedly emanating from the Prophet Mu~ammad of the third person construction 
cast from the perspective of the buyer.J7 

NO PLEDGE OR FINE 

A fifth systematic change is that Arabic contracts never stipulate a fine or a pledge 
for breach of contract, or surety. Byzantine Greek contracts frequently stipulate either 
a fine or a pledge of the seller's property as security in meeting third-party challenges. 3B 

Including a pledge or a fine was specifically excluded by Islamic jurisprudence and so 
stated in an exclusionary clause which stated the soundness and validity of the 
contract. 

EXCLUSIONARY CLAUSE 

The sale is qualiffed as having been "ratified in one contract" as part of the 
statement of the transaction in ten documents. The orthography of the phrase is 
varied: "$afqatan wiil;idatan (A PEL. no. 66; BAU 10/1 and 16); $afqatan wiil;idan 
(APEL, nos. 54,60,61,63, and 67); waC:aqdan wâl;idan (APEL, nos. 54, 60, 61, and 
61, Or. In. 1); or C:uqdatan wâl;idatan (A PEL. nos. 62 and 61; BA U nos. 10/1 and 16). 
Sin is written for ~ad in four examples (APEL, nos. 54, 61, 62, and 61). In five, the 
feminine noun $afqa is followed by a masculine numeral. 

However written, the phrase has been translated "one striking of hands and one 
contract" (APEL); "one agreement and one contract" (Or. In.). While caqd is 
"contract" or "agreement" C:uqda is more specifically "ratification" or "obligation"; and 
whiIe $afq and $afqa are both "striking of hands," they are both, more specifically, 
"striking of hands in ratification of a sale or agreement." Therefore, the phrase might 
well be understood as "he bought that by the striking of hands in ratification of a sale 
made in one contract." In two documentary instances the phrase is written as follows: 39 

$afqatin wiil;idin wa C:aqdin. "striking of hands in one ratification and contract" 
(A PEL. no. 63), and $afqatan wiil;idatan. "striking of bands in one ratification" 

36 BA U 12, Fayyüm 382/922. Prophet's chancellery (ibid., pp. 334-35). 
37 Grohmann, "Die Papyrologie in ihrer Beziehung 38 See, for example, P. Mich. 662; P. Wise. 58; 

zur arabischen Urkundenlehre," Münchener Beitriige and SB 5174. 
ZUT PapyrusfQrschung 19 (1934): 331-32, discusses 39 This also occurs in Ta~iiwï, pp. 48-49. 
the use of the third-person construction by the 

http:challenges.3B
http:buyer.J7
http:practice.36
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(A PEL. no. 66). Further evidence that this phrase should be so understood is the 
following example of the lengthier statement of the singular nature of the contract. 

[He bought ... ] in a striking of hands in one ratification ... by sound purchase and legally 
valid effective sale. There is no condition in it, no option, no 
abrogate, no giving back, and no returning, no exception, not for its return or its annulment, 
not for an appointed term and not forever, and it is not by way of a pledge or a fictitious sale.40 

't.:.:::.-I ~J')t,....;.. '.iJ c.J.1r '1 J........>L l.lit: ~J 

~\ '1J ~~ ~J ~ '1J ."I~ ':JJ 'iI.r,.:.:.. ~J~.) ~J" ..1\,.1 '.!J 4.l1i1 ~J 
• ~ ~J ..:rA.) Jr- ~,... ';/J 

(APEL, no. 66, 10-12, Ushmûnayn/Hermopolis 442/1050). 

The clause is specifically stated to be Islamic in three documents (A PEL, nos. 54, 62, 
and 67). 

. .. as a sound valid purchase, there is no condition in it, and no promise, no loss, no option, 
no deposit, no pledge, and it is not compensation for a loan, which would nullify the purchase 
[according to the condition of the s]ale of Islam. He executed their ordinances to the utmost of 
their conditions.AI 

4.;......1..) ':lJ ~"IJ 'iJ .)1"..0. ':IJ 'I".....:~ 'JJ ..a..J ~J .,!,.L.br ~ L ........ ~l: t.S~ 
u--r-r-I$....I .ii..;IJ r)L')1 bH J.,.,.:. ~ '.r ~..b,.,.:. ~JVtt~ L-li.. 'iJ 

_.1... Il _.j. rr-Jr '--"'" 
(APEL. no. 54,6-8, Buljusûq/Fayyüm 448/1056). 

The statements enumerate conditions which would render the sale invalid. Those are 
if the sale is part of a second contract or if the sale is not executed. The juridical 
importance of these exclusionary clauses is that the sale is both executed and singular 
and therefore legalJy valid and sound. Either the short form (in ten documents) or a 
version of the longer formulation (in seven) is attested in seventeen of twenty-nine 
intact documentary Arabie contracts from Egypt.42 

ShafiCite jurists considered a sale involving more than one transaction invalid.43 As 
a I:Ianifite, Tal:tawÏ considered formulas expressing the validity of the transaction 
superfluous.44 

WITNESSING 

A seventh change is that the parties to the Arabic contract did not sign the 
document as had been the case with Byzantine and Coptic contracts. Profession al 
Muslim witnesses registered with the Court signed the contract on their behales 

40 This is translated in the edition ..... in one and no option (or return) and no deposit and no 
striking (of hands), ... a valid purchase and an pledge and no mutual balancing of debts and no 
effectuai (and fully) completed sale in which is no stipulation Ihat renders a purchase ineffective [ac
condition and no option (or return) and no reserva cording to IsJlamic law of sale. And he has carried 
tion and no rescission (by mutual consent) and no out their (the Muslims') prescriptions 10 their ex
possibility of recurrence and no proviso of the right tremist conditions ....» 


of reversaI and no reserving (of the right) either to 42 APEL, nos. 54,60,62,63,64,65, 66, 67 68, 69, 

return it or to annul it, either temporarily or for 70,71, and 72; P. [st. 2. 

good, and it is not in the way of a pledge nor an 43 Sec Monasteries. p. 12, n. 8. 

exclusive bequest." 44 Tal}awi, pp. 15 and 48-49; and Wakin, pp. 56

41 This is Iranslated in the edition ..... in form of 57 and 84-85, for a discussion. 
a right, valid purchase, in which is no condition and 4S See CAF, pt. l. 
no promise and nothing that can bring about a loss 

http:superfluous.44
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V. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION 

Arabie, Coptic, and Byzantine Greek linguistic traditions indicate a close parallel 
between the lexical formulation of their volitional clauses. The documentary Arabie 
investiture clause, however, is structurally more closely related to the Aramaic than to 
either the Coptic or Byzantine Greek; and while Islamic sale formulary apparently did 
not include the investiture clause, the Arabie documents, following eartier Egyptian 
linguistic traditions, regularly did. 

The Arabie indicates strong and regular Islamic influence in the volitional statement 
and in the statement of mutual satisfaction. Strong but not regular Islamic influence is 
also indicated in the statement of execution and in the circumlocution of the seller's 
title. The Arabie, Coptic, and Byzantine Greek include similar statements of volition, 
including a statement of the absence of coercion. However, the Arabie does not 
include a statement of the absence of fraud. According to Islamic law, fraud rendered 
a contract invalid only if accompaniedby injury. 

Islamic jurisprudence introduced new formulations including a statement of the 
buyer's and seller's physical separation. Tal)âwi informs us that, juridically, this clause 
constituted execution of the sale. The statement of the buyer's and seller's physical 
separation, Le., execution, reputedly a Baghdadi formulary, is poorly attested in 
Egypt. 

Documentary Arabie formulary includes a statement of the mutual satisfaction of 
the buyer and seller with the transaction, whereas earlier Egyptian formularies state 
only the seller's satisfaction with the sale or mutual satisfaction with the priee. Mutual 
satisfaction with the transaction is recommended by Mâlikite jurisprudence and has 
QurJânic credentials. 

Tal)âwI states that the seller's title to the property should not be mentioned, but, as 
in earHer Egyptian fonhularies, the Arabie documents regularly do so. A circum
locution recommended by TaI)âwI appears in fifthl eleventh-century documents. 

In keeping with examples reputedly emanating from Mul)ammad, the Arabie 
contracts are cast from the perspective of the buyer and stated in the third person, 
both in contrast to preceding Egyptian documentary practice. 

Parties to the contract did not sign the Arabie documents as had been the case in 
eartier Egyptian legal traditions; professional witnesses registered with the Islamic 
courts signed for them. 

In addition, the documentary Arabie formularies indicate the early preponderance 
of ShâfiCite jurisprudence in Egypt, for example, in the volitional formulary stating the 
absence of force. According to ShâfiCite jurisprudence force rendered a contract 
invalid, but force did not necessarily invalidate a contract according to the ~anafite 
school. And whereas the ~anafite Tal)âwI considered any statement of validity 
unnecessary, the Egyptian Arabie contracts regularly include such a clause expressly 
stating the singularity of the transaction. As part of their statement of validity, the 
Arabie documents, in contrast to Byzantine and Roman, do not stipulate a fine or 
pledge for breach of contract. Juridically, ShâfiCite law considered a sale involving 
more than one transaction, for example, a sale and a pledge, invalid. This wouId 
explain the regular inclusion of this clause in the Arabie documents from Egypt. 




